
ailerClient Eye-Catching Emails That Sell Your Business

Tell us about your business

How do you use email marketing?

How has email marketing helped
your business?

Are there any other benefits?

“I have had a successful practice in Marlow for 22 years. 

We have a lovely practice and great website and 

although I am busy, I felt it was important for the 

business to keep up with the times and stay in touch 

with our patients and to remind them of the services

we can offer.”

“With Peter's help we send an email newsletter out 

about every 2 months.”

“It is continuing to get a good response. Our recent 

second newsletter to 1400 patients had an even better 

response of over 56% opens! We had ten patients book 

up for tooth whitening within two days of sending out the 

newsletter with extra booking worth over £2000.”

“I feel the newsletter is a super way of keeping in touch 

with patients and making them feel a part of the practice, 

it has emphasised the staff's  feeling of being part of a 

team and, of course,  it is generating more business.”

“It is also showing people how to get more out of our 

website. Because we have invested heavily in it,

it was good to see it being appreciated.”

Does email marketing work for dentists?

“I was amazed by the very positive response from 
patients and on our first campaign we had an open rate of 
54%. Not only were patients pleased with the content but 
it also prompted many to make appointments. Another 
spin off from this because emails are so easy to forward, 
was that we have also acquired new patients.“

Raj Parmar, owner, Dental Healthcare Marlow



What reports do you get? Find out who is interested in your email
and what they are interested in.

You receive a full report showing you who opened your email and what links they clicked. 
This example shows a real life report with the names changed. These 2 people clicked the link 
in the email for more information on Composite Bonding. The dentist can follow up with a phone 
call or another email. Or next time Andy or Andrea are in the surgery they can cover the pros 
and cons of composite bonding.

Are you making the most of your database?

One of your most valuable assets as a dentist is your patient list. Many dentists are missing the 
opportunity to generate more interest in their services by not staying in touch with their patients.
Done correctly email marketing is an effective way to educate and inform your patients.
At ClientMailer we specialise in helping professional people like dentists send emails that people 
want to read and that grow your business.

Please contact Peter Davey on 01865 339406 or 07788 677512 or
to find out how we can help you.

 peter@ClientMailer.com

Do you have any tips or suggestions 
for other dentists?

1. Use your newsletter to give patients prevention tips.

2. Show before and after photos if you have them.

3. Highlight specific things you are good at.

4. Have articles about your team.

Would you say email 

marketing works for dentists?

“Yes definitely from the results we 

have had. Believe it or not, other 

dentists aren’t doing  it, so be the

first in your area to do it!”

Who is interested in your email? 

What are they interested in?

Automatically update your database
and stay within the law 

Email                                  First name     Last name    Date Clicked                  Keyword

andy@hotmail.co.uk

andrea@gmail.com

Andy Smith 24/09/2013 12:45 Composite-Bonding

Andrea Jones 25/09/2013 07:34 Composite-Bonding
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